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Townscaping an Automobile-Oriented Fabric: Farmington, Arkansas

“…instead of a shapeless environment based on the principle of flow, we have an articulated environment resulting from the 
breaking up of flow into action and rest, into corridor street and market place, alley and square (and all their minor devolutions).”

Gordon Cullen, The Concise Townscape

Project Description
The townscape plan for Farmington proposes new public 
landscapes to re-stitch a 5,000-person bedroom community 
fragmented by a five-lane commercial arterial. Once a 
vibrant farming community, central to one of the nation’s 
largest strawberry and apple-producing regions in the early 
1900s, Farmington is now a bedroom community. Unlike the 
totalizing pattern of a master plan, townscaping employs 
a serial organization of nodes to create a walkable urban 
environment within an automobile-oriented fabric. As a 
retrofit planning strategy, townscaping offers a model for 
an incremental urbanization without reliance on capital-
intensive architectural investments. The goal is to create 
a memorable town fabric for anchoring new growth in an 
otherwise fragmented and anonymous landscape.

Working within the context of limited resources for this small 
community where the annual median household income 
is $43,000 (82% of the national median), townscaping 
creates “articulated environments” through sleuth planning 
techniques. The townscape plan for Farmington integrates 
multiple placemaking strategies in: 1) context sensitive 
highway design, 2) public art planning, and 3) agricultural 

urbanism. Ordinary components commonly budgeted in 
urban infrastructure, like signage, ornamental landscape, 
lighting, road engineering devices, street furniture, public art, 
and commercial building frontage―urbanism’s marginalia―
are condensed into a series of townscape sets that galvanize 
a sense of place. 

Placemaking in the townscape vocabulary offers a strategic 
pedestrianization of automobile–oriented patterns without 
denying the automobile’s fundamental role in servicing 
contemporary development. 

Project planning, involving community charrettes and 
collaboration with civic groups and the regional planning 
authority, was sponsored through a planning grant from 
the National Endowment for the Arts in their 2010 Access 
to Artistic Excellence program. Planning results are being 
used to seek 2011 Transportation Facilities Enhancement 
funding from the Arkansas State Highway and Transportation 
Department. The town is currently in discussions with 
property owners abutting the highway to acquire property for 
the town center and to coordinate development.

Arkansas State Highway 62 in Farmington
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Existing Five-Lane Commercial Arterial Context Sensitive Highway Solution

Townscaping an Automobile-Oriented Fabric: Farmington, Arkansas

To structure the “articulated environment” that Cullen’s townscaping proposes for creating memorable places, three place-making 
strategies are integrated to balance the interests of motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists. Each strategy constitutes a set of smart 
interfaces.

From Highway into Multiway Boulevard

1. Provide a model of context sensitive highway 
design that enhances the delivery of ecological and urban 
services offered by State Highway 62. According to the Federal 
Highway Administration: “Context sensitive solutions (CSS) 
is a collaborative, interdisciplinary approach that involves all 
stakeholders to develop a transportation facility that fits its 
physical setting and preserves scenic, aesthetic, historic and 
environmental resources, while maintaining safety and mobility. 
CSS is an approach that considers the total context within which 
a transportation improvement project will exist.” Besides solving 
for programmatic concerns specific to Farmington, the project is 
intended to serve as a model of context sensitive highway design 
for use by the Arkansas State Highway and Transportation 
Department (AHTD) in similar projects statewide.

The project proposes transformation of Highway 62, a five-lane 
commercial arterial, into a multiway boulevard that separates 

local traffic and regional through traffic. By accommodating 
widely differing speeds of movement in a shared right-of-way, 
multiway streets recapture services once offered by streets 
(e.g., gathering, assembly, socializing, dining, etc.) since 
engineered out by the singular focus on traffic management. A 
frontage system on the commercialized south edge recalibrates 
automobile-oriented development patterns to accommodate 
pedestrian activity.

2. Introduce public art planning to develop a 
wayfinding system through the expressive power of signage, 
building frontage, street furniture, lighting, sculpture, memorials, 
landscaping, and other urban accessories. The context sensitive 
design approach is enabled by the project’s development of a 
Highway Ecology Matrix to customize segments of the highway 
as per the community’s wishes. The matrix is an index of generic 
elements found in highway corridors and categorized according 
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Every plant drops litter, but some 
are better than others. Soft-leafed 
plants make mulch fastest, 
includes artichoke, rhubarb, ferns, 
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pollinators and beneficial 
predators for pest 
management.
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to increasing levels of complexity. The matrix functions as a 
community participation instrument, facilitating unexpected 
and productively ludic combinations of components. Unique 
townscape sets produced from the recombination of ordinary 

3. Develop an urban agricultural landscape 
network of civic food-bearing landscapes―edible 
landscapes―in public right-of-ways, recalling Farmington’s lost 
agricultural heritage. Combining an economic development 
function with an artistic one, agricultural urbanism initiates the 
process of providing a food supply with greater resiliency and 
security, while democratizing access to improved nutrition. Mostly 
soft and hard fruit-bearing aboretums, which provide the highest 
caloric value per maintenance input, other edible landscapes 
include foraging landscapes (low maintenance perennial 

elements lend structure and imagability to place without having to 
rely on the architectural merits of roadside buildings. The artistic 
function amplifies resourcefulness in these ordinary elements 
instead of isolating public art as its own discrete land use.

landscapes like berry patches, fungiculture, and beekeeping) 
along the riparian corridor, herbaceous container gardens, 
viticetums (trellised vines), and espaliers (“plant training” 
or patterned vertical gardening). Perennial landscapes offer 
permanent ecological services that otherwise disappear with 
annual landscapes, which offer limited services anyhow. Urban 
agricultural landscapes must be laminated, as various plant 
guilds effectively address air and water pollution remediation, 
while others support nutrient cycling and soil husbandry, and 
integrated pest management.

Smart Urban Agricultural Interfaces

Smart Street Interface

Pollutant Remediation Plant Guild “Grow” Plant Guild
Soft Fruit TreesAir Scrubbing Trees Hard Fruit TreesEvapotranspirator Trees

Mulch Makers

Insectary Plants attract insect 
pollinators and provide pest 
management

Repellent Plants secrete 
compounds to repel pests

Fortress Plants protect 
grow areas from invasive 
flora and fauna

Nutrient Accumulators

Nitrogen Fixers



The Evolution of Farmington, Arkansas N

1890 Farming Town
Population 40

Farmington

Fayetteville

Prairie Grove

1950 Farming Bust
Population 250

1930 Farming Boom
Population 180

2010 Car Town
Population 5,200
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phase 4: 
Accentuate with Landmarks

phase 3: 
Frame with Landscape and New Street 

Geometries

phase 2: 
Stitch the Highway

phase 1: Bound with Gateways

Existing Context

Triangulate school and commercial zones with 
traffic roundabouts that replace traffic signals, 

accompanied by public art with novel urbanized 
agricultural structures.

Connect nodes with new street geometries, 
incorporating a multiway boulevard, a green 
access alley, bike and pedestrian trails, and 

urban agricultural systems.

Initiate highway retrofit with amenity-rich nodes 
that re-stitch neighborhoods lacking pedestrian 

facilities.

Demarcate entries into city services complex and 
commercial strip with town gateways.

The town’s nondescript commercial and 
institutional hub is a low-density, single-use zoned 

fabric serviced by a five-lane arterial highway. 



Farmington Townscape Plan
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Highway Ecology Matrix

1Stormwater Distribution 7Trails 13Fencing

2Landscapes 8Surface Materials 14Crosswalks

3Parks 9Seating 15Transit Stop

4Wetlands 10Vending 16Parking

5Landscape Preserves 11Lighting 17Signal Towers

6Stormwater Facilities 12Signage 18Open Space

Conveyance Direct Divider

Patch Pervious Simple

Pocket Bench Stop

Single Unit Single

Contiguous Point Service Needle

EdgeSingleGarden

Sheetflow Network CanopyEnclosure

Islands Semi-pervious Node

Active Room Area

Diverse Drive-thru Complex

Non-contiguous Serial Scaffold

CornerObjectBioswaleTrench

Network Loops Room

Frame Hardscape Shared

Passive Field Intermodal

Network Multi-service Diverse

Patches Light Garden Tower

EnclaveFrontageBasin

The matrix is an index of generic elements and systems found in an ordinary 
highway corridor and functions as a community participation instrument, facilitating 
unexpected combinations to achieve context sensitive road design...

components

levels of service

implementing 
context sensitive 

design



FARMINGTON
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Townscape Sets

“There is an art to relationship just as there is an art to architecture.”
Gordon Cullen, The Concise Townscape

Bridge Espalier

Bridge Underpass

Pedestrian Arcade

Pedestrian Crossing Node

Town Center and Farmers Market

Pedestrian Interface

Cylinder Roundabout Cube Roundabout Pyramid Roundabout

Pedestrian Arcade
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New Farmers Market

Existing Fire Station

Existing City Hall

Highway 62 

New Eastern Gateway

South Fork Farmington Creek

New Riparian Trail
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Western Gateway and Town Center
Establish a town green with orchards and a farmers market pavilion that incorporates existing roadside city hall and fire station.

soft fruit trees

town green

hard fruit trees

public produce
farmers market

public art



Eastern Gateway Bridge
Develop intersection between highway and proposed riparian greenway with agricultural urban components and new bridging 

elements.

viticetum

rookery

air filtration

espalier
foraging riparian

herbaceous container gardens



Riparian Trail and Gateway Bridge
Develop a riparian trail network that links the southern and northern neighborhoods with the commercial core, sponsoring 

fruticetums and foraging landscapes.

espalier

hunting

fruticetum

apiary

fungiculture

viticetum



New Highway 62 Pedestrian Nodes

Existing Farmington High School

Existing Commercial District
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Highway 62 Pedestrian Nodes
Use combinations of ordinary infrastructure components to enhance pedestrian services and re-stitch land uses divided by the 

highway.

soft fruit trees

wayfinding 
elements

hard fruit trees

air filtration

fruticetum

herbaceous 
container gardens



New Pedestrian Promenade

New Multiway Boulevard

New Pedestrian Arcade

New Landscape Systems

New Green Access Alley

Existing Farmington High School
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New Civic Town CenterExisting City Services Complex

Existing Town Hall

Existing Fire Station

New Farmers Market Pavilion

New Town Green

New Pedestrian Crossing
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Farmers Market Pavilion and Town Green
Develop a year-round farmers market to process regional food products, and to host multiple community events—Farmington’s 

best porch.
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Existing Sonic Drive-In

Existing McDonald’s

Existing Marvins IGA

Existing Shell Gas Station

Existing Dollar General

New Pedestrian Nodes

New Pedestrian Arcade

New Shared Traffic Lane

New On-Street Parking

New Green Access Alley
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soft fruit trees

fruticetum
local street

pedestrian arcade

vegetated roof

pedestrian node

New Multiway Boulevard and Pedestrian Interface
Retrofit arterial highway to accommodate multiple modes of transit, including pedestrian, bicycle, and local as well as regional 

automobile traffic.
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New Double Springs Road and Highway 62 Roundabout

New Rheas Mill Road and Highway 62 Roundabout

New Rheas Mill Road and Double Springs Road Roundabout

New School Plaza

Existing Farmington High School

Existing City Cemetery
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Rheas Mill Road 
and Highway 62 Roundabout

Couple new roundabout with gateway bridge, featuring 
an espaliered fruticetum.

espalier/
public art

espalier/
public art

hard fruit trees

fruit trees

soft fruit trees

Double Springs Road 
and Highway 62 Roundabout
Substitute roundabout for traffic signals with wayfinding 
landmarks that combine public art and urban agricultural 
espaliers.

wayfinding landmarkwayfinding landmark

air scrubbing vegetation
air filtration

air filtration
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Double Springs Road and Rheas Mill Roundabout with School Plaza
Introduce a new school plaza that links scattered school facilities and provides traffic calming with viticetum (vineyard) 

landscapes.

hard fruit 
tree alleeviticetum

soft fruit orchard
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Developing the Farmington Agricultural Urbanism Plan

1

New Fruit Trees and Farmers Market at Town Center

New Multiway Incorporating Agricultural Urbanism

New Orchards at the School Plaza

New Foraging Riparian Gateway

New Hard Fruit Tree Allee along Highway 170

New Agricultural Fields

Historic Plat
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